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ABSTRACT

This paper proposes a novel, lightweight deep convolutional
neural network specifically designed for iris segmentation of
noisy images acquired by mobile devices. Unlike previous
studies, which only focused on improving the accuracy of
segmentation mask using the popular CNN technology, our
method is a complete end-to-end iris segmentation solution,
i.e., segmentation mask and parameterized pupillary and lim-
bic boundaries of the iris are obtained simultaneously, which
further enables CNN-based iris segmentation to be applied in
any regular iris recognition systems. By introducing an inter-
mediate pictorial boundary representation, predictions of iris
boundaries and segmentation mask have collectively formed
a multi-label semantic segmentation problem, which could be
well solved by a carefully adapted stacked hourglass network.
Experimental results show that our method achieves compet-
itive or state-of-the-art performance in both iris segmentation
and localization on two challenging mobile iris databases.

Index Terms— iris segmentation, iris localization, mo-
bile iris biometrics, multi-label learning, stacked hourglass
network

1. INTRODUCTION

Mobile iris biometrics have emerged as a reliable personal
identification method with a wide range of applications in in-
telligent unlocking, border crossing control, banking, social
networks, mobile payments, etc. However, less-constrained
mobile environments, e.g., illumination distortions, limited
user cooperation, on-the-move, could introduce much adverse
noise, such as out-of-focus, motion blur, gaze deviation, oc-
clusion, specular reflections, and rotation [1, 2, 3], and thus
significantly deteriorate the performance of iris segmentation,
which in turn affects the accuracy of iris recognition. Hence,
more robust and high-efficiency iris segmentation methods
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are required to not only improve the segmentation and recog-
nition performance but also to reduce the complexity of model
to facilitate the deployment on mobile devices.

In recent years, encouraged by the success of deep learn-
ing, especially Convolutional Neural Network (CNN), many
methods have employed off-the-shelf or new semantic seg-
mentation models, such as MFCNs [4], SegNet [5], and U-
Net [6] for iris segmentation, and achieved state-of-the-art
performance. Nevertheless, most of CNN-based iris segmen-
tation methods only attain the segmentation mask, which is
optional for general iris recognition systems. In contrast, the
most indispensable iris localization function, i.e., estimating
parameterized pupillary and limbic boundaries of the iris, has
been neglected for a long period of time, which leads supe-
rior CNN-based iris segmentation not fully exploited in the
iris recognition. To address this problem, CNNHT [7] firstly
applied a circular Hough transform to the segmentation mask
produced by RefineNet to generate candidates iris boundaries,
and then proposed several quality measurements to select the
best localization result. However, this method is still a post-
processing operation, which highly depends on the quality of
segmentation masks, hence it is easy to fail when confronted
with highly irregular or extremely noisy segmentation masks.

To explicitly consider iris localization in the design of C-
NN models, this paper introduces a novel pictorial boundary
representation, named irismaps, which is a binary filled mask
of the pupillary or limbic boundary of the iris. In this way,
predictions of iris boundaries and segmentation mask could
be modeled as a multi-label semantic segmentation problem,
which could be solved by an adapted lightweight stacked
hourglass network. Further, a small amount of simple post-
processing operations are used to obtain the final parameter-
ized localization results. To train and evaluate the proposed
model, two challenging mobile iris databases are employed
and careful manual annotations for segmentation mask and
iris boundaries are produced in an effort and freely provided
to the research community once requested. Experimental
results demonstrate that the proposed method is competitive
with or outperforms several state-of-the-art methods on both
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iris segmentation and localization benchmarks.

2. TECHNICAL DETAILS

2.1. Pictorial representation of iris localization

For the task of iris localization, parameterized pupillary and
limbic boundaries of the iris, which are often considered as
circles or ellipses, are obtained from the input iris image. If
we denote the input iris image as x and the parameterized iris
boundaries as b, a conventional iris localization model is ex-
pressed as f : x → b. The direct estimation of mapping f
is obviously complex, because iris images often suffer from
various types of noise, especially heavy occlusions from eye-
lids, eyelashes, and glasses and such a highly nonlinear re-
gression model is very difficult to converge. Since iris local-
ization is directly related to iris boundaries, it is reasonable to
assume that a pictorial representation of iris boundaries could
be helpful in getting rid of distracting textual details of the iris
image and bridging the gap between input x and the parame-
terized iris boundaries b. That is, the model is re-formulated
as b = k ◦ j(x), where j : x → m and k : m → b. To
be specific, m is precisely the dense pictorial representation
of iris boundaries, which has the same size as the input iris
image x. Hence, we split the task of iris localization into two
sub-tasks: (a) inference of input iris image x to m, and (b)
post-processing of m to obtain parameterized iris boundaries.

(a)

(b)

inner irismap outer irismap

inner irismap outer irismap

Fig. 1. The proposed irismaps, essentially a binary filled
mask of pupillary (inner) or limbic (outer) boundary of the
iris. Two categories of parameterized boundaries are present-
ed: (a) circular boundary, (b) elliptical boundary.

Obviously, m could be directly expressed as an iris
boundary map, illustrated in the second column of Fig. 1.
However, our practical experience shows that due to the
imbalance problem of positive (boundary) and negative (non-
boundary) samples, the predicted results are easy to be blur-
ry, coarse and noisy, hence directly estimating iris boundary
maps is not robust.

To address this dilemma, we propose to estimate the
irismaps, and from there to obtain parameterized boundaries.
The irismaps for a given input are dense binary masks of

pupillary and limbic boundaries of the iris after filling up, il-
lustrated in the third column of Fig. 1. Compared with direct
estimation of iris boundaries, estimation of irismaps is sim-
pler and easier, due to the alleviation of the positive/negative
imbalance problem.

2.2. Unified iris segmentation and localization frame-
work

To obtain the irismaps and iris segmentation mask simulta-
neously, j is expanded to formulate a multi-label semantic
segmentation model. Different from commonly used multi-
class settings in the general semantic segmentation problems,
which assign each pixel to one unique label of multiple class-
es, multi-label model learns an independent binary classifier
for each class, and assigns each pixel to multiple binary la-
bels [8]. Here especially for outer irismap segmentation, its
foreground region overlaps with that of the iris segmentation
mask and inner irismap, which means the pixel marked as iris
or pupillary mask also has the label of limbic mask. The sim-
ilar case may also occur on the boundary of iris segmentation
mask and inner irismap, due to the annotation errors and nat-
ural ambiguity problem.

To solve this multi-label dense prediction problem, a
carefully adapted stacked hourglass network [9] is employed.
Similar to U-Net [10], the hourglass network is a symmetric
and fully convolutional architecture where feature maps are
down-sampled via pooling operations and then up-sampled
using nearest neighbor upsampling. At every scale level,
a residual skip connection is applied to connect the corre-
sponding layers between two sides of the hourglass. Such a
bottom-up, top-down architecture is stacked multiple times
to capture long-range contextual information, hence even oc-
cluded irismaps are likely to be predicted by capturing the
spatial relations between the pupillary boundary, iris texture
and the limbic boundary.

Furthermore, to keep the size of the input unchanged
throughout the network and make the network lightweight,
inspired by [11, 12], we adjust the original hourglass network
by making four changes: (1) the stride of the initial convo-
lutional layer with kernel size 7 × 7 is changed from 2 to 1,
(2) the initial max-pooling layer is removed, (3) the per-layer
channel number of the network is reduced from 256 to 64,
and (4) each hourglass module is processed at 4 different
image scales, and stacked 3 times. At the end of each hour-
glass module, 64 refined feature maps are combined via 1× 1
convolutional layers to produce 6 maps: 2 for segmentation
mask, 2 for inner irismap and the rest 2 for outer irismap.
Each pair consists of a foreground map and a background
map, which are further processed via a softmax layer to get
the binary mask.

After irismaps are produced, completing task (b) is no
more than adopting simple morphological boundary extrac-
tion and curve fitting operations to get the parameterized iris
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Fig. 2. The proposed unified iris segmentation and localization framework. The model first uses stacked hourglass network to
predict the segmentation mask, and inner and outer irismaps of the iris, then the final parameterized iris boundaries are obtained
via simple post-processing operations. Best viewed in color.

boundaries. The unified iris segmentation and localization
framework is shown in Fig. 2.

2.3. Training

Implementation details. The proposed model is implement-
ed in Pytorch [13]. We use Adam [14] to optimise the network
with a mini-batch size of 10 andL2 weights regularization co-
efficient of 5 × 10−4 for 2000 epoches. The learning rate is
initialised as 2× 10−4 and decreases by a factor of 0.4 when
loss on validation set plateaus. In the experiments, original
training set is split into two parts for training and validation
according to the setting of 8 : 2.

Loss function. The loss function of the proposed model
is formulated as follows:

L = λ1Lseg + λ2Linner + λ3Louter (1)

where Lseg,Linner,Louter represents the losses of segmen-
tation mask, inner irismap and outer irismap, respectively and
implemented as cross-entropy loss over two classes (fore-
ground vs. background). The coefficients λ1, λ2 and λ3 are
all set to 1 in our experiments to make these loss value ranges
comparable. The above loss is applied to the output of the
last hourglass module, as highlighted in red in Fig. 2.

3. EXPERIMENTS

3.1. Database

CASIA-Iris-M1: a large NIR mobile iris database comprising
11,000 images from 630 Asian subjects [15], splitting into
three subsets: CASIA-Iris-M1-S1 (1,400 images), CASIA-
Iris-M1-S2 (6,000 images), and CASIA-Iris-M1-S3 (3,600
images). In experiments, we manually extract the eye region
with resolution of 400×400 pixels for each image. Moreover,
500 iris images are randomly selected from each subset and
mixed to form a large training set of 1,500 images. Similarly,

another 1,500 disjoint images are selected to constitute the
testing set. Segmentation masks and irismaps are manually
labeled by us.

MICHE-I: a large VIS mobile iris database collected
by three mobile devices, including iPhone5 (1,262 images),
Samsung Galaxy S4 (1,297 images), and Samsung Galaxy
Tab2 (632 images) in uncontrolled conditions [2]. We use the
iris images with labeled iris segmentation masks from Hu et.
al. [16] and Bezerra et. al. [17] to form a large database with
871 images of various resolutions. Further, 680 images are
randomly selected for training and the rest 191 images are
used for testing. Irismaps are manually labeled by us.

3.2. Evaluation Protocols

Iris segmentation: The performance of iris segmentation is
evaluated using the same protocol as in the NICE.I compe-
tition [18], in which the average segmentation error rate is
formulated as follows:

E1 =
1

n× c× r
∑
c′

∑
r′

G(c′, r′)⊗M(c′, r′) (2)

where n is the number of iris images of r rows and c columns,
G and M denote the ground-truth mask and the predicted iris
segmentation mask, and c′ and r′ stand for the column and
row coordinates of pixels. The operator⊗ represents the XOR
operation to evaluate the inconsistent pixels between G and
M . The value of E1 is bounded in [0,1], where the smaller
value indicates the better segmentation result.

Iris localization: Inspired by [19], we compute the Haus-
dorff distance between predicted parameterized pupillary or
limbic boundary (denoted as B) and the corresponding la-
beled boundary (denoted as G) to measure their shape sim-
ilarity, which could be defined as:

H(G,B) = max{sup
x∈G

inf
y∈B
‖ x− y ‖, sup

y∈B
inf
x∈G
‖ x− y ‖}

(3)
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Further, the Hausdorff distance is normalized by horizontal
eye width to eliminate the influence of different image size.

Smaller Hausdorff distances correspond to higher shape
similarity between predicted iris boundary and its ground
truth, suggesting higher detection accuracy. We calculate
the mean normalized Hausdorff distance (mHdis) for the
pupillary and limbic boundaries, then the average value of
two mean normalized Hausdorff distances demonstrates the
overall accuracy of iris localization.

In addition, we evaluate the varying iris localization suc-
cess rates with respect to an error threshold given by both nor-
malized Hausdorff distances between predicted pupillary and
limbic boundaries and their ground truths, and draw the cor-
responding Percentage of Correct Localization (PCL) curve.
The further statistic, i.e., the area-under-the-curve (AUC) cor-
responding to the maximum threshold (τ ) is also reported,
formulated as AUC@τ .

3.3. Performance Evaluation

Comparisons to State-Of-The-Arts. We select several state-
of-the-art methods as the baselines, where RTV-L1 [20] is a
traditional iris segmentation and localization method while
the rest methods are based on deep CNN. Further, since RTV-
L1 [20] and CNNHT [7] could produce the segmentation
mask and circular iris boundaries simultaneously, they are
used for benchmarking iris segmentation and localization.
MFCNs [4] is only used for the comparison of iris segmenta-
tion. For our method, least-squares based circle fitting [21] is
applied to obtain the final circular iris boundaries. Besides,
our many practical attempts using officially provided codes
show that RTV-L1 [20] may not be applicable to CASIA-Iris-
M1, hence the corresponding results are not included in the
benchmark.

Table 1 and Fig. 3 show the results of comparison. From
these results, we could see that CNN-based iris segmentation
and localization methods consistently outperform traditional
methods in term of all metrics, demonstrating the superior-
ity of CNN-based methods. Specifically, for iris segmenta-
tion, our method achieves comparable results compared with
the current state-of-the-art method, and for iris localization,
our method consistently outperforms other methods by a large
margin in all metrics across all databases, proving the accura-
cy and superiority of the proposed method.

Evaluation of model complexity.
It is necessary for mobile iris recognition systems to

concern computational amount (see FLOPs) and model pa-
rameters, thus we include them in the evaluation metrics,
as illustrated in Table 2. As can be seen, thanks to the
lightweight adaption, our model just has 0.69M parameters,
74.27G FLOPs, and occupies 2.83MB storage space, which
are far less than other models. Such a lightweight and high-
efficiency model makes the realistic deployment on mobile
devices become possible.

Method Database
E1

(%)

Overall
mHdis

(%)
AUC@0.3

RTV-L1 [20] MICHE-I 2.42 4.3852 0.2522

MFCNs [4]
CASIA-Iris-M1 0.77 N/A N/A
MICHE-I 0.74 N/A N/A

CNNHT [7]
(RefineNet)

CASIA-Iris-M1 0.71 1.7245 0.2803
MICHE-I 0.80 3.6824 0.2559

Proposed CASIA-Iris-M1 0.72 0.5517 0.2987
MICHE-I 0.82 1.1107 0.2910

Table 1. Comparison of iris segmentation and localization
(circular boundary) for different approaches.
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Fig. 3. Comparison of iris localization for different ap-
proaches using the proposed PCL curve.

Method
Params

(M)
FLOPs

(G)†
Storage
(MB)

MFCNs [4] 21.68 156.35 82.70
CNNHT(RefineNet) [7] 61.87 144.79 236.00

Proposed 0.69 74.27 2.83
† The FLOPs is calculated with the resolution of 640 ×
480.

Table 2. Comparison of model complexity for different ap-
proaches.

4. CONCLUSION

This paper introduces a novel, unified, multi-label learn-
ing framework for solving the problem of iris segmentation
and localization in less-constrained mobile environments.
An intermediate pictorial representation (i.e., irismaps) of
iris localization is proposed and integrated into the adapted
lightweight stacked hourglass network, followed by sim-
ple post-processing operations to obtain parameterized iris
boundaries. Extensive experiments demonstrate the effec-
tiveness of our method. In the future work, we intend to
further improve the accuracy and running efficiency of the
model for realistic deployment on mobile devices.
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